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About
Reinvent Hampton Roads

The strategic focus of Reinvent Hampton Roads is creating more and higher paying
jobs, building a culture where entrepreneurship can thrive and diversifying the
economy.

Reinvent Hampton Roads is an outgrowth of a
community leadership initiative of the Hampton
Roads Community Foundation launched in 2012
focusing on regional economic competitiveness
and became a 501(c)(3) non-profit in
January2016.
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From the President
and CEO
At this writing on January 5, 2022, cases of
COVID-19 reached over 800,000 in a single day in
the United States. This ongoing and growing level
of spread could not have been conceived of in midMarch 2020 when the country went into a virtual
lock-down. Little did we realize then that much of
Reinvent’s activities over the next 20 months would
be attributable to the pandemic.
In fact, as we look ahead to 2022, it is unclear when
the pandemic will end. For example, we know that
Gross Domestic Product growth in 2018 and 2019 in
Hampton Roads was the highest it had been in years
at 2.2% and 2.4% respectively. Will the region be
able to get back to those levels of production once the
influence of COVID-19 has dissipated? No one
knows for certain. What we do know is that the
collaborative relationships we have together created

and enjoyed these last number of years are strong. If
anything will get Hampton Roads through the trials
we are currently facing, it will be that spirit of
working together to improve the economy of the
region.
Indeed, it was that shared response to the
pandemic and sense of concern that energized the
united effort in the Spring of 2020 to take on the most
inclusive process to address the massive business
disruptions and job losses we had seen in the last
century. When the process was initiated, we thought
we’d be on the other side of pandemic by the fall of
2020 and could turn our attention to the next two or
three years of specific programs focusing on resilience
generally. By the time we had a product ready for
public discussion in mid-March of 2021, we realized
that the country and the region were in for a long haul
to return to where we were in 2019 and the first two
months of 2020.
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We Are a Resilient Region: The 757 Recovery
and Resilience Action Framework
“The key to the Action Framework’s success is regional unity advanced by the full
engagement of our business community. The long-term economic success of our region
hangs in the balance.”
That quote is taken from the
overview of the framework published
in the spring of 2021.
The action framework developed by
the work of 120 individuals serving
on 11 committees, is focused on five
priority areas:
1) building regional unity,
2) growing new jobs,
3) grow, retain, and attract talent,
4) building resiliency, and
5) advancing regional infrastructure.
The five areas contain a total of 30
specific program elements. Each of these
programs is assigned to a lead agency for
accountability purposes. A measurement
dashboard has been put together and the initial
six-month progress report was made in October.
If we are successful, the anticipated results of the
Framework at the end of three years will be:

1) grow existing companies,
2) attract new companies,
3) grow regional jobs,
4) increase average household income,
5) grow regional GRP,
6) diversify our economy, and
7) prepare us for future shocks.
The Dashboard is updated monthly.

We are Committed to Better Infrastructure:
Hampton Roads Infrastructure Coalition HRIC
In response to the unprecedented infusion of Federal resources the region quickly pulled together an adhoc organization entitled the “Hampton Roads Infrastructure
Coalition” (HRIC). This took on a life of its own when we
realized that the region was totally unprepared to respond in a
unified manner for the once in a lifetime big opportunity to
address major regional transportation and flooding issues. The
HRIC is structured on two levels—working and steering.
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Reinvent Hampton Roads Board Members represent seven of the total twelve HRIC members. By midApril of 2021, this task force pulled together a comprehensive, prioritized, listings of infrastructure projects
in various categories. This work would not have been possible without the long-standing and high-quality
work of the HRTPO and the Port of Virginia.
Two versions of the infrastructure package were fashioned. The first totaled $7B and the second,
scaled back version at a reduced $2B. While these amounts at first seem high, but when one contemplates
the total Federal dollars being considered, they both are reasonable expectations if Hampton Roads gets
our “fair share” on a strictly per capita basis.
To date, Congress has agreed upon $5.7T in various forms of relief and infrastructure funding with
another $1.5T to 2.0T still being debated. This amount of funding would be transformational for our
region. The HRIC decided early on that the individual cities/counties could develop their own smaller
project requests, but for the large high-impact items they needed to be on our list representing the
consensus suggestions from the 17 regional agencies.
The HRIC decided to utilize the services of a congressional advocacy consultancy to assist in our
efforts to gain our “fair share” of the Federal resources. The D.C. firm, Clark-Hill was retained for this
role. We also prepared briefings for our two Senators and their staffs. These briefings were very useful
and dispelled the image that the region does not collaborate. Subsequent briefings were conducted with
our Congressional members and their staffs. The jury is still out on how Congress will ultimately proceed;
but the relief portion of the resources is one important reason that the “recovery” has been as quick as it
has. A series of ongoing debates has resulted in the government operating on continuing resolutions into
February 2022.

We Are Unified, the 757
Collaborates on Federal
Funding Opportunities:
Build Back Better
Regional Challenge
This “challenge” by the U.S. Economic Development
Administration was received in late July and had a
relatively compressed timeframe for the HRIC to
respond. Total funding was $3B, with $1B being offered
to regions focused on a set of potentially transformative priorities that could alter the course of the regional
economy. The HRIC quickly realized this work required the services of a consultant to assist assembling
an application, and selected HR&A Advisors for the role. Energized by the potential opportunity, the task
force hopped on this great promise for regional pride and collaboration by requesting submissions for
creative ideas and projects for consideration. Through a screening process, eventually the field of 24
viable candidate projects was narrowed to seven.
The seven projects were furthered structured into three Pillars:
Pillar 1: We will make the core infrastructure investments to give our existing innovation base the tools they need
to thrive.
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a. Regional Flood Mitigation Strategy: Develop a regional hydraulic and hydrological model to

simulate the location and duration of flood events based on current and future rainfall and
projections of sea level rise. This project also proposes to expand the region’s roadway flooding
sensor network to allow for real-time data collection and continuous model calibration. This will be
integrated in an existing open data portal to empower regional communities to work together using
current data and comparable assumptions to protect the region as resilience challenges mount. The
total project cost is estimated at $24.8 million with a match from Virginia’s Community Flood
Preparedness Fund.
b. Regional Broadband Ring: The HRPDC, on behalf of the region’s 17 local governments, has
unanimously endorsed the buildout of a regional open-fiber network that will connect to the subsea
cables that have come ashore in VA Beach and distribute this ultrafast service throughout the
Hampton Roads region. The Regional Fiber Network is envisioned as a critical project that would
support all the region’s sectors and be submitted with a request for funding in Phase 2. A total of
$12 million would be requested through the Phase 2 Regional Competition that would be matched
with $12 million from local jurisdictions to help construct the fiber ring.
Pillar 2: We will build the tools for our industries to connect to each other through the cultivation of an active
regional cluster. These projects propose to create four regional hubs that will amplify the region’s
existing economic strengths in applied research, maritime innovation, and assets to support
entrepreneurs, small businesses, students, and researchers.
a. Technology Advancement & Innovation Commercialization Programming Hub: Build a space

and develop operational and programming strategies to expand the Tech Center Research Park’s
Science and Technology Accelerator Network Program which supports the advancement of NASA
innovations. This project will drive inclusive economic growth by strengthening partnerships with
HBCUs and national networks to attract founders of color to the region and provide necessary
business growth support services. The total project cost is estimated at $16 million with a match of
$25 million from private and public sources.
b. Autonomous Systems National Hub: Bring together and maximize the impact of three ongoing
initiatives: 1) York County’s donation of land for a 20-acre Unmanned Systems Training, Testing
& Demonstration Facility 2) A regional strategic playbook for autonomous systems in
collaboration with the Unmanned Systems Center at Center for Innovative Technology (CIT) and
Virginia’s Institute for Spaceflight and Autonomy (VISA), and 3) a 10-member Eastern Virginia
Regional Industrial Facility Authority (EVRIFA) has been established to shepherd the
development of appropriate industrial spaces. This project will help accelerate development of the
York County site and identification of regional demonstration projects and infrastructure. The total
project cost is estimated at $22 million including a match from VISA state budget allotments, state
funding and land contributions from York County.
c. Maritime Small Business Innovation Collaborative: Build upon regional organizations such as
OpenSeas and 757Collab to create a maritime-focused collaborative that leverages blue economy
issues and institutional research to create and grow innovation-based companies. The total project
cost is estimated at $18.25 million with a match from CIT, state funding, customers and investors.
d. ODU Maritime Cybersecurity and Data Analytics Center of Excellence in Virginia Beach:
Create a home for academic programs for cybersecurity and data analytics, a cybersecurity
credentialing center, and the Internet Shipping Computational Platform and Test Bed. The Coastal
Virginia Center for Cyber Innovation, a regional node of the Commonwealth Cyber Initiative
responsible for bringing together regional businesses and higher education institutions to promote
research and economic development related to cybersecurity, will move its headquarters to the
Center. The total project cost is estimated at $9.75 million with a match of $2 million from the
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Coastal Virginia Center for Cyber Innovation’s annual allocation that it receives as part of
the Commonwealth Cyber Initiative.
Pillar 3: We will enhance our regional position by connecting our communities to each other and to new
opportunities. The core of the regional economic development strategy is to connect employers,
institutions with training capabilities, and individuals seeking high-quality employment throughout
the region.
a. Building an Inclusive Talent Pipeline: Building on the existing network of workforce development

providers, the Hampton Roads Workforce Council, along with the Northeastern Workforce
Development Board, will expand to address the opportunities of the Maritime Innovation Cluster.
The project will focus on three priorities: 1) expanding training capacity through increased staffing
and new facilities, 2) expanding outreach to identify a diverse workforce of unemployed and
underemployed residents, and 3) expanding funding for wrap-around services to support those job
candidates. The total project cost is estimated at $18 million with a match from HRWC’s Targeted
Talent Pipeline Project already underway.
The EDA’s Build Back Better Regional Challenge was structured as a two-phased grant. Phase I was
designated to solicit creative ideas from up to 60 regions across the United States. Those 60 regions
selected to move to Phase II are to receive $500,000 and will be invited to prepare a detailed description of
their approach by March 15, 2022. Out of the 60 Phase I finalists chosen, the 30 winning applicants will
receive an award grant of up to $100M. According to the EDA’s website, the agency was pleased to
report that response to the challenge showed “incredible enthusiasm for transformational investment in
regions across the country”. Five-hundred, twenty-nine applications were submitted from all 50 states and
five territories by the deadline of October 19. In mid-December, Reinvent Hampton Roads (which served
as the applicant for the Phase I submission) was notified that we were not selected to move ahead to
submit a Phase II application. This meaningful effort of collective thoughts, ideas, and innovation was a
historical milestone for Hampton Roads even if we were not selected to move ahead to the next phase of
applications. Additionally, we must review the projects submitted and examine how to best proceed to
implement as many of the components as described in our Phase I application even though funding
available is substantially reduced. Our attention has now turned to focus on the “Good Jobs Challenge”
with a due date of February 10, 2022. This worthwhile grant is the second of six categories comprising the
EDA BBB program.
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We Are GO VA Region 5: 2021 Biennial Update to
Growth and Diversification Plan
The highly successful GO VA Program
requires that all nine regions of the
Commonwealth prepare an update to their
region’s Growth and Diversification Plan
every two years in order to continue their
eligibility to receive funds. Our original
Growth and Diversification Plan was
completed in 2017, and the first update
followed in 2019. Therefore, by the end of December 2021, the second biennial update to the Plan was
due for completion and submittal to the State GO VA Board for approval. Due to GO VA Region 5
Council’s schedule, a Special called Meeting of the Executive Committee was required and occurred on
December 17th.
Consistent with the collaborative culture, the GO VA Region 5 Council decided to prepare the update
utilizing a “taskforce” approach.
This concept was first utilized successfully in a partially funded GO VA grant for the development of the
757 Recovery and Resilience Action Framework. The twin goals of this effort were to build ownership of
the Plan and reduce costs. Reinvent Hampton Roads contracted with the Dragas Center for Economic
Analysis and Policy at Old Dominion University to serve as the core consultant on the project. This
organization prepared the original Plan and the first update. Staff from the Hampton Roads Planning
District Commission, the Hampton Roads Workforce Council, the Hampton Roads Alliance, and
Reinvent Hampton Roads completed the taskforce and utilized the extensive input obtained from the
public and business community, similarly obtained as part of the 757 Action Framework effort.
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Reinvent’s Commitment to Collaboration:
GO VA Program Management
Through an MOU between the GO VA Region 5 Council and Reinvent
Hampton Roads, the Reinvent staff are responsible for the ongoing daily
administration of the highly successful GO VA Program. This innovative
program has as its purpose, the creation of more higher paying jobs by
incentivizing collaboration between two or more entities on projects that create
jobs. The State GO VA Board has outlined four priority areas for program
eligibility: including, Cluster Scale-up, Start-up Ecosystem, Sites, and Workforce
Development. Applicants must provide evidence that at least two entities are
jointly perusing activities that will directly or indirectly create jobs. There is a
requirement that those entities have “skin-in-the-game” in terms of a local match.
Looking forward, there is a potential issue in terms of the size of the match. In
response to the pandemic that has lasted for at least two years and counting, the
State GO VA Board has pivoted and reduced the match requirement for
localities. This reduced match is set to expire by the end of June 2022.

It will be interesting to watch what happens to the number of GO VA grants that
will be submitted as we anticipate that it may affect the number of submissions.
In 2021, the GO VA State Board approved 12 grants with six in the priority areas
of Workforce Development, three in Cluster Scale-up, and three in Start-up
Ecosystem. It would be difficult to underestimate the collective impact that these
37 grants have had upon the Hampton Roads region; however, it must be stated
that a significant number of these collaborative projects will take years for their
economic impact to fully mature even though they are all required to be
sustainable after two-to-three years. The total amount of state program dollars for
the Hampton Roads region is $23.9M. When merged with the committed local
match of $31.7M, this represents an impact of over $55M since 2017. All GO VA
grant awards in Region 5 since program inception are depicted in the Appendix.

Region 5
Cities and
Localities
Region 5 includes
the counties of:
Accomack
Isle of Wight
James City
Northampton
Southampton, and
York

And the cities of:
Chesapeake
Franklin
Hampton
Newport News
Norfolk
Poquoson
Portsmouth
Suffolk
Virginia Beach and
Williamsburg.
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Hampton Roads is Committed to Collaborative
Relationships

As 2021 remained to be challenging, Reinvent reaffirms our commitment to build upon the great support
from our partners; and again, it cannot be stressed enough that the old narrative that there is no
collaboration in Hampton Roads is just that---an old narrative. Positive examples abound including the
Hampton Roads Business Roundtable, the Hampton Roads Alliance and its affiliated “RED” Team, the
Hampton Roads Maritime Collaborative for Growth and Innovation, the previously described HRIC, our
great Chambers of Commerce, the HRPDC, the HRTPO, the HR Transportation Accountability
Commission, Hampton Roads Transit, and the Hampton Roads Military and Federal Facilities Alliance.
We also like to include all the efforts facilitated and spearheaded by the Hampton Roads Workforce
Council and all our academic institutions; private, public, and HBCUs alike. Expanding the geography of
regional collaboration to include the notion of a Mega-Region extending to the Richmond region to link
Hampton Roads to RVA forming the recently energized RVA•757 Connects. Last August, the Virginia
State Chamber of Commerce collaborated with the Virginia Department of Housing and Community
Development’s GO VA Program and all nine regions across Virginia collaborated for the preparation of
Blueprint Virginia 2030, a long-term statewide economic development business plan that would transcend
gubernatorial terms and reflect the consensus of Virginia’s business community. The effort included a
state-wide tour that began in May of 2021 and ended in Region 5 in August. The Business Plan for the
Commonwealth was presented to the newly elected Governor in November.
All these efforts and accomplishments would have not been achieved without the support and
collaboration of our dedicated partners and invaluable regional stakeholders.
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The Importance of Thought Leadership
The DNA of Reinvent Hampton Roads includes the commitment of “Leadership” as represented in our
original Job Creation Model that was created in 2016. That does not mean that Reinvent is the only
wellspring in Hampton Roads—far from it. It does, however, position our role in regional leadership. The
term “thought leadership” is highlighted because of its level of respect and appreciation; and our respect of
the responsibility and opportunity that all organizations must consider in terms of their perspective roles
within their communities-- Hampton Roads is no different. Regional thought leadership and Community
Good are far reaching concepts and can yield generational dividends. This is legacy work.

Two outstanding examples exhibited in 2021 are the Hampton Roads Maritime Collaborative for Growth
and Innovation (HRMC) and the Successor Leadership Initiative. Incorporated in 2020, the HRMC has
led the work in identifying and aligning impactful opportunities for the Hampton Roads maritime base
ecosystem as highlighted in the Annual Report of 2020. Old Dominion University at the request of the
HRMC Board of Directors appointed Nancy Grden to serve as the Executive Director of the organization.
The HRMC Board also identified eight priority initiatives as shown below.
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Over the past year, much progress has been made. A particular bright spot that we’d like to mention is Old
Dominion University’s expansion of initiatives for regional economic development in the Maritime space.
These transformative initiatives will advance the region’s maritime assets and expand innovation and
workforce support for industry partners.
At a joint press conference held on November 4th, 2021, ODU President Brian Hemphill and Hampton
Roads Maritime Collaborative’s Chair, John O. “Dubby” Wynne unveiled these initiatives and findings
contained in an analysis of the maritime sector prepared by Teconomy Partners titled “A Pathway for
Maritime Innovation in Hampton Roads”. The analysis identified some key economic drivers — defense,
shipbuilding & repair, port &
logistics, offshore wind energy, and
coastal resilience—that crosscut the
region’s key industries like
autonomous systems, digital
transformation, cybersecurity, and
advanced manufacturing. These
economic drivers are also outlined as
areas of growth in Hampton Roads.
President Hemphill also announced
the ODU Maritime Initiative, which
will advance the University’s goal to
become a globally recognized
institution for maritime opportunities
and serve as a foundation for the Hampton Roads’ maritime talent development and a hub for research
and innovation. The ODU Maritime Initiative will serve as the “front door” to opening and expanding
community and campus partnerships.
The Successor Leadership Initiative, or SLI for short, is a joint effort between the leadership of Reinvent
Hampton Roads and the CIVIC Leadership Institute. It acknowledges the critical role that “leadership”
plays in shaping our future. As communicated in the original 2016 Job Creation Model (see appendix),
leadership is a critical element in any community that overarches all the other component parts of the
Model.
In a general sense, the central role of leadership has been recognized for decades by the Chambers
regionally and statewide, through their “LEAD” programs, and here in the Hampton Roads region with
the highly acclaimed and more focused offering by the CIVIC leadership Institute. In the summer of 2021,
Reinvent Hampton Roads approached CIVIC about jointly designing a program, initially targeted to a
small cohort of regional leaders.
Subject Matter Experts prepared background read a-heads and three sessions were conducted by year end
with the goal of giving everyone access to the same relevant regional information. The program design
has three components--developing a vision plan for the region, creating an organizational structure best
suited for achieving the vision and through the process of “doing” actually identify individuals willing to,
over time, step into leadership roles as our more senior leaders step back. A consultant has been retained
to assist the group as we move through the exercise of creating a regional strawman vision. It is our intent
to complete this process by summer of 2022.
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Conclusion
The entire year has been focused upon getting through the pandemic while at
the same time, continuing to advance the economic progress of the Hampton
Roads region. While extraordinarily frustrating, our system of government has
worked. The Congress of the United States has responded with unprecedented
resources and the Commonwealth of Virginia has also responded with
important programs like GO VA adapting it to the needs of the moment.
Regionally, Reinvent Hampton Roads and our many partners have pulled
together to respond with distinction—including the best in class 757 Recovery
and Resilience Action Framework, the response to the EDA’s Build Back
Better Regional Challenge, the encouragement and review of an unprecedented
number of GO VA grant applications, and the utilization of a “task force”
approach to achieving the biennial update to the Growth and Diversification
Plan.
It is appropriate to acknowledge the leadership and dedication of the
Board of Directors of Reinvent Hampton Roads and the GO VA Region 5
Council. We also want to express our great thanks to our funding support
partners—The Hampton Roads Community Foundation, the Hampton Roads
Business Roundtable, and the Port of Virginia. Special recognition also goes to
the Commonwealth of Virginia and the state GO VA Board for their leadership
and vision of incentivizing collaboration as an effective way to create more
higher paying jobs in order to improve our quality of life.

With Pride in Our Region

James K. Spore
President and CEO
Reinvent Hampton Roads
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JOB CREATION MODEL
LEADERSHIP
Create More & Higher Paying Jobs,
Which Diversify & Strengthen Regional Economy and
Create a High Employment Multiplier

Workforce
Development, Attraction
& Retention

Existing Sector
Job Growth

Drivers of
Existing
Economy

Potential
Cluster
Growth

Supply
Chain
Growth

Entrepreneurial
Start-Up
Job Growth

Scale-Up
Small/Mid-Size
Company
Growth

Recruitment,
Attraction Job Growth

Start-Ups

Commercialized
Research

Regional
Marketing

Non-Export,
Retail & Local Service
Job Growth

Sites

Non-Research

Regional Culture and Infrastructure
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Collaborative Reports and Studies
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The Action Plan for Future Economic
Growth in the Hampton Roads Region
(GMU/ 2016)
Maximizing Cluster Driven Economic
Development with the High Impact Targeting
System – foundational work for Scale-Up
Initiative (Center for Regional Economic
Competitiveness, Core Value & MIT
Industrial Performance Center/2017)
Situational Analysis of the Entrepreneurial
Eco-system (Monique Adams & Evans
McMillion/ 2017)
Access to Capital in Hampton Roads
(Talkeetna, LLC/2017)
GO Virginia Region 5 Economic Growth and
Diversification Plan: Moving Hampton Roads
Forward (ODU, GMU, & The Natelson Dale
Group Inc./2017)
Regional Economic Development Sites
Inventory (HRPDC/2018)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishment of Eastern Virginia Regional
Industrial Facility Authority/EVRIFA (2018)
Entrepreneur-in-Residence Program Pilot
Study (Tech Center, LLC/2018)
Site Assessment Study for Hampton Roads
(Timmons Group/2018)
The Port of Virginia Opportunity Analysis
(CBRE/2018)

•
•

Regional Economic Development Best
Practices (Brookings Institute/2018)
Updated GO Virginia Region 5 Economic
Growth and Diversification Plan: Moving
Hampton Roads Forward (ODU/2019)
Eastern Shore Sanitary Sewer Transmission
Force Main Study (HRSD/2019)
Accomack-Northampton Sewer & Sites Study
(A-NPDC/2019)
Hampton Roads Regional Branding Initiative
(SIR/2019)
Electron ION Collider Survey Report (Brand
Federation/2019)
Updated Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy/CEDS (ODU/2020)
Identifying Opportunities and Strategies to
Strengthen the Hampton Roads
Healthcare Ecosystem (Manatt Health
Strategies, LLC/2020)
A Pathway for Maritime Innovation in
Hampton Roads (Teconomy Partners,
LLC/September 2021)
Update/Revision to Comprehensive
Economic Development Strategy
(HRPDC/December 2021)
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COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF GO VIRGINIA GRANTS AWARDED
(Region 5 as LEAD or partner )

Project

GO VA Award

Match Committed

Total Investment

Grant type

GO Virginia Strategy Area

Year Approved

VA Cyber Alliance (VCA) #1
VA Digital Shipbuilding (VDSP)
#1
757 Seed Fund
HR RIFA and Drone Park
VDSP #2
VCA #2
VA K-12 Computer Science
REI:757
757 Angel Network
AN Sewer & Site Study
HR Coalition for Talent
Development
the GIG
COVA Maritime Advancement
Prog.

$

642,713.00

$

750,100.00

$

1,392,813.00

Per capita

Workforce Development

2017

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

647,540.00
140,000.00
150,000.00
647,540.00
642,713.00
2,424,537.00
266,667.00
240,000.00
65,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,877,000.00
256,000.00
150,000.00
1,877,000.00
750,100.00
3,106,015.00
133,333.00
479,000.00
65,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,524,540.00
396,000.00
300,000.00
2,524,540.00
1,392,813.00
5,530,552.00
400,000.00
719,000.00
130,000.00

Per capita
Per capita
Per capita
Per capita
Per capita
Competitive
Per capita
Per capita
Enhanced Capacity

Workforce Development
Startup Ecosystem
Site Development & Infrastructure
Workforce Development
Workforce Development
Workforce Development
Startup Ecosystem
Startup Ecosystem
Site Development & Infrastructure

2017
2018
2018
2018
2018
2019
2019
2019
2019

$
$

99,705.00
85,117.00

$
$

100,000.00
115,728.00

$
$

199,705.00
200,845.00

Enhanced Capacity
Enhanced Capacity

Workforce Development
Startup Ecosystem

2019
2019

$

1,532,500.00

$

1,636,500.00

$

3,169,000.00

Per capita

Workforce Development

2019

Resilience & Adaptation Economy
Retooling Manufacturers
VA Bio-Connect
Campus757
Eastern Shore Hydro Drone
757 Recovery & Resilience

$
$
$
$
$
$

2,937,163.00
2,950,000.00
1,599,653.00
95,838.00
99,300.00
100,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

3,696,411.00
1,475,000.00
1,599,653.00
96,500.00
92,680.00
100,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

6,633,574.00
4,425,000.00
3,199,306.00
192,338.00
191,980.00
200,000.00

Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Enhanced Capacity
Enhanced Capacity
ERR FAST Access

Workforce Development
Cluster Scale-Up
Cluster Scale-Up
Workforce Development
Cluster Scale-Up
Cluster Scale-Up

2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

Offshore Wind Supply Chain Hub
GWP Target Industry
HR ED Sites Readiness
HRWC Talent Pipeline

$
$
$
$

529,788.00
36,375.00
1,122,240.00
663,696.00

$
$
$
$

290,840.00
18,244.00
8,056,960.00
332,000.00

$
$
$
$

820,628.00
54,619.00
9,179,200.00
995,696.00

Per capita
Enhanced Capacity
Per capita
Per capita

Cluster Scale-Up
Cluster Scale-Up
Site Development & Infrastructure
Workforce Development

2020
2020
2020
2020

VA Virtual Maritime Trades Training $
Regional Robotics Hub
$
RVA757 Connects
$

100,000.00
73,000.00
90,000.00

$
$
$

200,000.00
38,000.00
45,000.00

$
$
$

300,000.00
111,000.00
135,000.00

ERR FAST Access
Enhanced Capacity
Enhanced Capacity

Workforce Development
Cluster Scale-Up
Workforce Development

2020
2020
2021

Maritime Trades Program Expansion
757 Collab Bridge
Startup Stability Program
Campus757
VA SBDC Mentor Program

$
$
$
$
$

99,137.00
32,000.00
197,000.00
500,000.00
882,794.00

$
$
$
$
$

49,569.00
120,024.00
235,295.00
250,000.00
442,497.00

$
$
$
$
$

148,706.00
152,024.00
432,295.00
750,000.00
1,325,291.00

ERR FAST Access
Enhanced Capacity
ERR Per Capita
Per capita
Competitive

Workforce Development
Startup Ecosystem
Startup Ecosystem
Workforce Development
Cluster Scale-Up

2021
2021
2021
2021
2021

Cybersecurity Job Creation System
757Collab
Career & Com. Dev. Expansion
Prog.
SPARK
HR Energy Master Plan
UxS Route Corridor Network

$
$

1,450,000.00
2,415,573.00

$
$

1,643,637.00
1,390,286.00

$
$

3,093,637.00
3,805,859.00

Competitive
Per capita

Workforce Development
Startup Ecosystem

2021
2021

$
$
$
$

85,222.00
100,000.00
84,000.00
100,000.00

$
$
$
$

42,611.00
55,000.00
42,000.00
74,500.00

$
$
$
$

127,833.00
155,000.00
126,000.00
174,500.00

ERR Fast Access
Enhanced Capacity
Enhanced Capacity
Enhanced Capacity

Workforce Development
Workforce Development
Cluster Scale-Up
Cluster Scale-Up

2021
2021
2021
2021

TOTAL

$

23,926,811.00

$

31,682,483.00

$

55,308,794.00
dsm 1/04/2022
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2016: the Birth of Regional
Collaboration
Regional
Export
Accelerator
Program
(REAP)
created

Regional Job
Creation
Model
Established

Reinvent
Hampton
Roads
Advisory
Cabinet
Established

Action Plan
for Future
Growth
Completed

Entrepreneur
in Residence
NASA
Langley

Regional
Call to
Action

Restructuring a
New Model for
Economic
Development

Other initiatives and activities
•
•
•
•
•

Industry Cluster Identification
Pilot on Operational Efficiencies/Shared Services
Port and Expanded Economic Development
Branded Regional “Joint STEM/CTE Campus”
Aggressive outreach efforts with various regional partners and stakeholders
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2017: Points of Progress
RHR
becomes
Support
Organization
for
GO VA
Region 5

RHR BOD
identifies
regional
Workforce &
Job Creation
Segments

Regional
Workforce
Gap
Analysis

Industry
Cluster ScaleUp SME and
Steering
Committees

•
•
•
•
•
•

Go VA
Region 5
Initial
Projects
Approved

Economic
Growth &
Diversification
Plan Adopted

Establishment
of Start-up and
Entrepreneurial
Ecosystem

Other initiatives and activities

Port of Virginia Opportunity Analysis
Grant Award from U.S. Department of Commerce (I-6 Challenge Grant) to establish
Business Accelerator
Envisioning of Regional Site Inventory Initiative
Regional Dashboard Project with UWSHR, Strome College, HREDA, and the Hampton
Roads Planning District Commission
Access to Capital Analysis Completed
5 initial GO VA Project Grants Reviewed
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2018: Picking up Steam
RHR initiated a
preliminary
study to
consider the
Hampton
Roads “brand”

Port of VA
Opportunity
Analysis
Completed

Industry Scale
up Initiative
with
GENEDGE

RHR
facilitated
Site
Inventory
Certificatio
n Project

IBM Strategic
Analysis and
Plan adopted
by Hampton
Roads Alliance

RHR BOD
Identifies 15
Specific
Regional
Opportunities

HR/RVA
MegaRegion
convened
via
Regional
Visit

Other initiatives and activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Fiber Ring (Broadband Initiative)
Offshore Wind Advocacy & State Task Force Membership
NextGen Leadership Initiative
Marketing and communications increase leading to an uptick in outreach and
speaking engagements for CEO
Support of Mega Region Concept
Support of TCC/Suffolk Property/ Williams Farm
4 GO VA Grants approved
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2019: Moving the Needle
Led collaborative
effort to Transform
the Hampton Roads
“Alliance”

Renew
Comprehensive
Economic
Development
Strategy
(CEDS)

Mega-Region
Collaborative
Established

Regional
Workforce
Gap Analysis:
Phase II

Prepare &
Adopt 1st
update to
Economic
Growth &
Diversification
Plan

Regional
Branding
Initiative

Other initiatives and activities
•
•
•
•
•

Collaboration with application for Ion Collider
RHR Board increases members
Offshore Wind Advocacy efforts
Regional Support activities: ACP and Williams Tract
7 GO VA Projects approved
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2020: Making a Difference/Changing
the Culture
Partner with 8 Business
Organizations in 757
Recovery and
Resilience Framework

RVA 757 Connects
Established

Hampton Roads
Maritime
Collaborative
created

8 GO VA Projects
approved by Region
5 Council

Other initiatives and activities
•
•
•
•
•

Support MIBE Strategy Committee
Continued Advocacy for Offshore Wind
Options for Regional Natural Gas Supply
Support RVA・757 Connects
5 GO VA Projects approved
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2021: Adapting to the Pandemic and Congressional
Response
Hampton Roads
Infrastructure
Coalition Established

Rollout to Media of
757 Recovery and
Resilience Action
Framework

Teconomy
Pathways
Report
Completed

2021 Update to
GO VA Region 5
Growth and
Diversification
Plan

EDA Build Back
Better Regional
Challenge
Application Filed

Progress Report
on Action
Framework

November
4th Joint
Press
Conference

Other Initiatives and Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continued Support of MIBE Strategy Committee
Continued Advocacy for Offshore Wind
Continued Support for RVA•757 Connects
12 GO VA Projects Approved by State Board
Comprehensive and Prioritized Regional Projects List Prepared
Task Force Approach Utilized for G&D Plan Biennial Update
Successor Leadership Initiative Conceptualized and Launched
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Our Mission
To create and grow more higher paying jobs by building a strategy that embraces both the
traditional and emerging employment sectors in Hampton Roads.
To improve the region’s economic profile by attracting new entrepreneurs, innovative
industries, and high-paying employment opportunities.

January 2022
www.reinventhr.org
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